The pionic decay of ~He is investigated to obtain information on the A-nucleus interaction. Two types of a-A potentials are used for the purpose. One is a potential with central repulsion (Isle) and the other is a single Gaussian potential with no repulsion (SG). The obtained 71:-decay rate is 0.35 rA for Isle and 0.27 rA for SG, rA being the total decay rate of a free A particle. The former is in better agreement than the latter with the experimental value of 0.44±0.11 rA. This result suggests that the a-A potential has central repulsion. In order to discuss final-state nuclear resonance effects Green's function method is introdu,eed in the calculation of the continuum 1r-decay spectrum. Both the sharp Pa12 and the broad P112 a-P resonances play roles to build up a peak structure in the spectrum. It is observed that the low-energy nuclear resonances enhance the partial decay rates. § 1. Introduction Three aspects of hypernuclear study are production, structure and decay of systems with one or more hyperon(s). It is timely at present to develop a treatment of the weak decay of hypernuclei because of the following trends of experimental developments. Data of both mesonic and nonmesonic decay modes were obtained in the cases of ..1He and
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1C at BNL in 1986.
1 > The lifetime of ,iH was measured in 1991 at KEK.
2 > Recently the new spectrometer TOROIDAL was installed there, which is expected to provide 7r-spectrum data from the weak decay of A hypernuclei with good resolution of 1 ~2 MeV /c.
The hypernucleus 3iHe is an appropriate object to study. The first reason is that much experimental information is available from 71:-energy spectrum of emulsion data 3 >' 4 > and from 71:-, 71: 0 decay rates of BNL. Therefore, it is important to discuss effects of the central repulsion through observed quantities. The pionic decay of 3iHe is expected to give serious information on the a-A interaction, since the final-state nuclear structure of the decay is well-known.
Indeed Kurihara et al. discussed the effect of the central repulsion on the decay rate of 3iHe. 9 > Their decay rate is in good agreement with the experimental data, but the fitting of their result to the spectrum is not satisfactory due to a simple final nuclear potential used. A proper final nuclear potential should be employed to evaluate the dependence of decay rates on the initial A wave function.
The purpose of this work is to investigate the dependence of the pionic decay rates on the initial A-nucleus potentials. We use two types of a-A potentials: One is the Isle potential, and the other is a single Gaussian (SG) potential which consists of an attractive part only. Both the potentials reproduce the binding energy of :iHe. Such investigation has been already done in Ref. 9 ). We, however, pay attention to the influence of final nuclear potentials on the pionic decay spectrum to extract precisely the effect of the initial A-nucleus potential.
Final states of the :iHe decay are mainly of three bodies, a+ p+ rc-and a+ n+ rc
•
In order to treat the continuum final states we introduce Green's function method, which was applied to 2: hypernuclear problems by Morimatsu and Yazaki. 10 J The method has the advantage of treating not only continuum states but also bound ones in the same framework. Then it has a wide applicability to such cases as jH where both continuum and discrete spectra appear in the weak decay. The Green's function method is useful even for the cases of broad resonance or non-resonant scattering states, and is conveniently applied to the pionic decay of :iHe since it decays into three-body continuum final states with the broad Pllz a-N resonance.
The pionic decay has another importance: It can provide a means of detecting the production of light double-A hypernuclei as discussed in the case of AJHe by Motoba et al. 9 J The present work is intended as a starting point toward the weak decay spectroscopy of identifying double-A hypernuclear systems.
11 J § 2. Formulation
Decay rate
First we derive the PWIA formula for the pionic decay of a A hypernucleus. The pre-decay mode of A is explicitly treated in this section: The nrc 0 decay mode can be done in a similar way. The decay process is 1Z(core nucleus c+A)_.A-rz+p+rc-, and the transition matrix is given by
where f/JAc and 0 are the relative wave function and the-center-of-mass momentum of the initial A-c system, f/Jpc and K' are those of the final P-c system, and k,-is the momentum of an emitted pion. The factor 1/ J2E,. comes from the normalization of the pion wave function. By considering a box with a size of V, Eq. (2 · 2) is written
Initial State Final State where q and q' are relative momenta of the initial A-c and the final P-c systems, respectively. The notations are explained in Fig. 1 . Now we assume that the weak decay is a spectator process. Equation (2·3) is reduced to (2·4) where a round bracket lq) means V 12 lq> and its coordinate representation <rlq) is exp(iq· r).
The partial decay rate !R.n to a given P-c state is calculated by
where o(Ef-E;) means the energy conservation. We safely regard the t-matrix as independent of the integration variable, because the weak interaction is mediated by the very heavy gauge boson. Thus we put (k'ltpn:~AIA> to be a constant gA, and the t-matrix is factorized out of the integral. Then we get
where /3 is introduced to take into account a recoil of the core nucleus in the final state. The decay rate !R.n is expressed by using a final state lnf> of the P-c system. The total TC-decay rate .fR. is obtained after the summation over all final states lnf>. This PWIA formula is extended to Green's function one in the next subsection.
Green's function method
Final states of the pionic decay of ~He are in continuum spectrum. We have to perform the summation of infinite number of states to get the decay rate of Eq. (2 · 7). Motoba et al. treated continuum states by using the Kapur-Peierls method. 12 l To treat the continuum without approximation we introduce Green's function method into the calculation.
The initial-state and the final-state Hamiltonians are given as follows:
where TR is the center-of-mass kinetic energy of the final P-c system. 
We intend to treat by Green's function method both two-body and three-body decay modes in the same framework. In the case of two-body decay, the kinetic energy TR <fl depends on E}fcl through the total mass of the P-c system. Thus, we introduce an auxiliary variable Epc and rewrite Eq. (2·10) as
The quantity E is defined by replacing TR<fl in E with TR(Epc),
where w is 1 for two-body decay and 0 for three-body decay. It is noted that E is independent of the final state lnf>. By using Eifcl=<nflj{Pclnf> we get Some part of Eq. (2 · 7) is rewritten as follows:
where By considering the relation
we give the following Green's function formula for the total 1r-decay rate,
where (])Ac(r) is the relative wave function of the initial A-c system, which reflects a certain property of the A-c potential. !fC Pc in GEpc(r', r) is the Hamiltonian of the final P-c system, where T and Upc are the kinetic energy and the potential energy operators, respectively. It should be noted that .sis put to be a finite value I/2 in Eq.
(2·16). As shown in Appendix A, this I is a smearing parameter, with which we can take into account the resolution of a detector. In the present calculation, we put it as 0.6 MeV considering the TOROIDAL spectrometer at KEK. In Eq. (2·16) the pion is treated with a plane wave as seen from e-iPk,·r in /(r). We can obtain the DWIA formula, replacing the plane wave by a distorted wave. By performing the partial-wave expansion shown in Appendix B, we obtain the following expression, 
By using Eq. (2·17), the total 7r-decay rate is written as follows:
.cR=IgAI
We make a change of the integration variable from the momentum to the energy of 7r as
The Epc integration with o(E-Epc) gives the following relation for three-body decay:
The strength of the coupling constant gA can be related to the experimental data of the free A decay. The expression for the total width rA is derived in a similar way,
where b"-and k"<o> (E~r< 0 l) are the branching ratio and the pion momentum (energy) of the free A~ P + 7r-decay mode.
With the aid of Eq. (2·22) the 7r-decay rate of the A hypernucleus is finally given by Spin degrees of freedom can be incorporated by the following replacements in the case of a spinless core nucleus,
This formula is used to investigate the lHe decay property in the next section. § 3.
Results and discussion
The pionic decay modes of the hypernucleus lHe are mainly of three-body decay as
In the emulsion data accumulated so far the a+P+Jr-decay events are 2780, the 3 He + d + Jr-ones are 15 and the other four-body events are negligible.
3 > Therefore, we consider only the decay modes given in Eq. (3·1).
Initial a-A potential and final a-P Potential
Kurihara et al. presented the a-A potential named Isle which has the repulsive core of about 50 MeV height at short distances.1l The potential is obtained from realistic AN interaction on the basis of the multiple scattering theory by Kerman As the final nuclear potential we use Kanada et al.'s a-p potential/ 4 > which is derived from a microscopic calculation with the resonating-group method (RGM), and the Coulomb potential: low energies of a-P scattering with the P3!2 and P112 resonances very well.
Pionic decay rates
We derive the pion distorted wave by solving the Klein-Gordon equation with a modified Kisslinger optical potential, whose parameters were phenomenologically determined by Seki et aU 5 
>
The pion wave function is used in the calculation of Eq. (2 ·17) instead of the spherical Bessel function j z(/3krrr ). The calculated decay rates are summarized in Table I together with corresponding experimental data. PWIA results are given in the parentheses. The distortion of pion waves in final states 6 > than that of the SG case. It denotes that the potential with central repulsion like Isle is more reliable as a description of the a-A interaction, though the error of the data is rather large. The Jr 0 decay rate is also a little larger for Isle than for SG, but no conclusion is derived in this case because of the large experimental error. If the data of the pionic decay rate of ..:iHe are much improved, the pionic decay rate will give an experimental evidence of the central repulsion.
As seen in Table I , the pionic decay rates for Isle are generally larger than those for SG. The reason is explained from the overlapping of the initial a-A wave function with final a-P continuum states. The a-A wave functions of Isle and SG are compared with each other in Fig. 2(b) . The distribution of A extends more outside for Isle than for SG owing to the central repulsion. The pionic decay of ..:iHe is mainly determined by the P312 and P112 resonances of the final a-p system as is discussed in the next subsection. The initial a-A wave function has a larger overlap with the P-wave resonances of final a-P states for Isle than for SG. On the contrary, if a bound state could exist in the a-P system, the decay rate would become larger in the SG case compared to the Isle one.
The total pionic decay rate of ..:iHe is 0.55 rA for Isle and 0.43 rA for SG as shown in Table I . It means that the total pionic decay rate is suppressed from the free A one. The suppression is due to the Pauli principle which excludes the bound state of the final a-P system. If we switch off the Pauli principle in the calculation, we get 0.4 7 rA to the bound state for the Isle case. Thus, if the Pauli principle did not work, the total pionic decay rate could be 1.02 rA, i.e., essentially the free A decay value.
Energy spectrum of weak decay pion
The energy spectrum of Jr-is shown in Fig. 3(a) for the Isle case together with the experimental data.
3 > The spectrum shape is similar also in the SG case. A good agreement is obtained between the theoretical result and the data. Although the spectrum is of continuum due to the Pauli principle in the final a-P system, a smearing is done with I =0.6 MeV in the Green's function calculation. This is needed to compare the result with the experimental spectrum which was obtained by counting emulsion events with the energy interval of 0.5 MeV. In some cases non-smearing results were compared to the spectrum. 3 
>.
9 >'
16 > In Fig. 3(b) we can see the smearing effect by making a comparison between the I=O spectrum (dashed line) and the I =0.6 MeV one (solid line). The peak height of the spectrum is reduced by about 30% due to the smearing.
The decay 7r-spectrum for each partial wave is presented in Fig. 3(c) together with its partial decay rate. Important ingredients for the spectrum shape are contributions from the P3!2 and the P112 resonances of the final a-P system. The dash-dotted line and the dotted line in: Fig. 3(c) are for the sharp P3t2 resonance and for the broad P112 one, respectively. The sharp P3!2 resonance forms the spectrum peak and gives the largest contribution to the total decay rate. The broad P112 resonance brings about a change of the shape in the total-energy En=160~170 MeV region of Jr-. Thus, not only the P3t2 but also the P112 resonances play important roles to build up the peak structure of the spectrum.
The pionic decay rate and the 1r-spectrum of ~He have been intensively inves- tigated by Motoba et al. 9 l In their calculation, however, the effect of the P112 resonance is underestimated. In order to see it we make a calculation with the a-p potential Upa= -43.0 MeV ·exp( -{r/2.236 fmF)-27.5 MeV ·exp( -{r/2.375 fm} 2 )·(l·s)+ Vcoui used by them. The resultant TC-spectrum is compared with the original one in Fig. 4(a) . The spectrum shows a deviation at around Err=168 MeV. Their underestimation is owing to the use of an improper potential which does not reproduce the broad P112 resonance. We should use a proper nuclear potential chosen carefully even for the broad resonance when we discuss the dependence of decay rates on the initial a-A potentials quantitatively. The decay spectrum shape is sensitive to the final-state nuclear interaction. The P3J2 resonance enhances the partial decay rate by a factor 1.8. The P112 resonance also brings about an enhancement factor of 1.4. Thus, the low-energy nuclear resonances increase appreciably the pionic decay rate. It is noted that the pionic decay rate of A in a nucleus is largely affected by low-energy nuclear resonances in addition to the Pauli principle and the pion distortion discussed in the previous subsection.
The a-P potential given by Kanada et al. has an s-wave bound state, whose contribution to the total decay rate must be removed because the bound state is forbidden by the Pauli principle. Phenomenologically a repulsive core is sometimes Fig. 3(a) . The solid line is the total spectrum and the dotted line is the s 112 contribution for the derived repulsive a-P potential. The dash-dotted line is the s 112 contribution for the original attractive a-p potential. The s-wave contributions (Satt., Srep.) to the 7r-decay rate are also shown in the figure.
(3·4)
In Fig_ 5 the potential shape and the scattering wave function are compared between the derived and the original potentials. We get a large difference of the decay rate between the twos-wave potentials. In the case of the derived repulsive potential the s-wave contribution to the total Jr-decay rate is no longer suppressed and increases to 0.15 rA from 0.04 rA. Figure 6 shows the total spectrum (solid line) and the s-wave contribution (dotted line) for the repulsive a-P potential together with the s-wave contribution (dash-dotted line) for the original attractive a-P potential. The s-wave contribution for the repulsive case is about four times as· large as that for the attractive case at En=160 MeV. The reason is easily seen from the scattering wave functions in Fig. 5(b) . In the repulsive case no cancellation occurs up to 6 fm in the overlap integral of Eq. (2·7) since the scattering wave function does not change its sign, while in the attractive case a large cancellation takes place in that region. The spectrum shape for the repulsive potential deviates from the experimental one due to the large s-wave contribution. Thus we should employ the attractive potential microscopically founded on RGM. It is noted that the pionic decay spectrum also contains rich information on the s-wave final nuclear potential.
Comparison with other results
The pionic decay rate of the 1He hypernucleus was investigated in distorted wave calculations by several authors. 9 
>'
18 > We compare our results with theirs in Table II . Two comments are given to compare our results with those of Motoba et al.
>
The first is about the branching and the lifetime of the elementary process. A free A particle decays as Since the spin-flip term is known to be about 10% contribution, we deal with it in a good approximation by using the experimental data of the free A decay in Eq. (2 · 23). The error to the total decay rate is about 2% in the case of PWIA.
Three important ingredients of the pionic decay are the initial a-A interaction, the pion distortion and the final a-P interaction. Straub et al. obtained an a-A potential with repulsion at short distances on the basis of a nonrelativistic quarkcluster model, and discussed the importance of the pion distortion with a great care. 18 l However, since they used a closure approximation to treat continuum final states, they could discuss neither the Jr-spectrum shape nor the a-P potential effect. The final nuclear potential brings the large contributions from the P3t2 and the P112 resonances as is mentioned in the previous subsection, but these features are not reflected in the closure approximation. Thus their decay rates obtained by averaging the closure-approximation values are rather crude, though it is interesting that they showed the appearance of the short-range repulsion by the quark-cluster model. § 4. Summary and conclusion
The Green's function method is introduced in the calculation of the pionic decay spectrum of A hypernuclei. It provides a simple means to treat continuum final nuclear states, and is useful even for the cases of broad resonance or non-resonant 'scattering states. Thus the method is conveniently applied to the pionic decay of 1He which decays into three-body continuum final states with also the broad P112 a-N resonance. In the Green's function method the spectrometer resolution is easily incorporated into the spectrum with any Lorentzian weight. Such incorporation is necessary to compare the result with the experimental data.
In the present calculation we use two types of a-A potentials, Isle and SG, in order to obtain information about the initial A wave function. The effect of final nuclear potentials is investigated in detail to know precisely the dependence of the decay rate on the initial a-A potentials. The obtained Jr-decay rate is 0.35 rA for Isle and 0.27 rA for SG. The former is larger than the latterdue to well-overlapping between the -initial and the final wave functions. The experimental value is 0.44±0.11 rA.
Thus the Isle potential seems to be a better description of the a-A interaction than the SG potential in accordance with Motoba et al.'s conclusion, 9 l though the experimental error is rather large. If the experimental data of the pionic decay rate of 3lHe is much improved, it will give an evidence of the central repulsion.
The pionic decay spectrum is carefully investigated in relation to the influence of final-state nuclear potentials. As for the s-wave nuclear potential, the spectrum shows that the a-p interaction is attractive as is founded on the microscopic resonating-group theory. The peak in the Jr-spectrum is mainly determined by the sharp P3t2 resonance of the a-P system. The P112 resonance gives an appreciable contribution to the spectrum in the 160~170 MeV total-energy region of Jr-. Thus both the resonances play roles to build up the peak structure of the spectrum. It is also observed that the P3!2 and the P112 resonances enhance the respective partial decay rates by 1.8 and by 1.4 compared to no nuclear potential cases. It should be remarked that the pionic decay rate of A-hypernucleus is largely affected not only by the Pauli principle and the pion distortion but also by low-energy nuclear resonances.
(A·8)
where W is the Lorentzian weight function normalized to the unity. Equation (A· 8) shows that G(Err) of Eq. (A· 5) is the pion spectrum averaged over the I region. Thus, the Green's function method gives the smeared pion spectrum.
Appendix B
The Green's function operator c<+l is defined by c<+) 1 (B·1) -. I .
Epc-.!f{ Pc+ z2
The r-representation of c<+l satisfies the following equation,
Considering the expansion of the delta function on the spherical harmonics,
8(r-r')
we express Green's function c<+l(r, r') as follows: 
where r,;: and r~ correspond to the smaller and the larger of r and r' respectively. W(uL<ol, uL<+l) is the Wronskian of uL<ol and uL<+l. The information of the initial wave function and the final pion wave function is included in /(r). The pion wave e-iPk.·r with the recoil effect of the core nucleus is expanded as (B·7)
Now we obtain Eq. (2·17) by carrying out the angular integration of Jdrdr'f*(r') X GEpc(r', r)/(r) with the aid of Eqs. (B·6)~(B·7) and the orthogonality property of the spherical harmonics.
